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RESPONSERESPONSERESPONSERESPONSE TO:TO:TO:TO:
EXCEPTIONALEXCEPTIONALEXCEPTIONALEXCEPTIONAL HARDSHIPHARDSHIPHARDSHIPHARDSHIP SCHEME:SCHEME:SCHEME:SCHEME: PHASEPHASEPHASEPHASE TWOTWOTWOTWO (WEST(WEST(WEST(WEST MIDLANDSMIDLANDSMIDLANDSMIDLANDS TOTOTOTO MANCHESTERMANCHESTERMANCHESTERMANCHESTER
ANDANDANDAND LEEDS)LEEDS)LEEDS)LEEDS)

Dear Sir / Madam,

With regard to your consultation, this response contains views expressed by residents within the
Ruislip and wider Hillingdon communities. It is right and proper that Hillingdon communities,
especially Ickenham and West Ruislip, can respond about the Phase 2 Exceptional Hardship
scheme given that proposals for a "Heathrow"Heathrow"Heathrow"Heathrow Spur"Spur"Spur"Spur" (currently on hold pending an aviation study)
have already been widely publicised and property blight has occurred.

This response represents the views of residents likely to be affected by Phase 2 Heathrow Spur if
and when that is confirmed. We are not able to quantify the exact numbers of people represented
by this response, but can confirm that the interest in this has been considerable. These views have
been gathered through regular dialogue with residents; through community action meetings;
through community groups including Ickenham and Ruislip Residents Associations.

Yours sincerely,

Keri Brennan & Lottie Jones
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QuestionQuestionQuestionQuestion 1:1:1:1:

DoDoDoDo youyouyouyou agreeagreeagreeagree orororor disagreedisagreedisagreedisagree thatthatthatthat thethethethe DDDDepartmentepartmentepartmentepartment fffforororor TTTTransportransportransportransport shouldshouldshouldshould introduceintroduceintroduceintroduce anananan
ExceptionalExceptionalExceptionalExceptional HardshipHardshipHardshipHardship SchemeSchemeSchemeScheme forforforfor PhasePhasePhasePhase TwoTwoTwoTwo aheadaheadaheadahead ofofofof decisionsdecisionsdecisionsdecisions onononon howhowhowhow totototo proceedproceedproceedproceed
withwithwithwith thethethethe routes?routes?routes?routes? WhatWhatWhatWhat areareareare youryouryouryour reasons?reasons?reasons?reasons?

We agree that a FAIR scheme of some sort is needed, but this ought to be one that compensates
everyone experiencing blight from HS2, not just the tiny number who can prove ‘exceptional
hardship’. So the proposed EHS is not a fair or appropriate scheme.

It is already apparent that under the Phase 1 EHS approximately only 40 property owners a year
have been helped, despite approximately 170,000 properties being blighted. It is also apparent
that a large majority of applications have been refused despite obviously being affected by
property blight.

It is our view - in fact a common consensus - that it is unfair to expect individuals to suffer
personal losses because of the construction and location of HS2.

It is also misleading to say that EHS will bridge the gap until the Statutory Blight arrangements
begin for Phase 2 (possibly late 2016). Those arrangements would be for compulsory purchase
and therefore do nothing for most people affected by blight now and until then and thereafter.

People should not be trapped in their homes by being unable to afford a move or re-mortgage.
People should have the right to enjoy and get on with their lives as they normally would, and
enjoy their property as implied in Article 8 of the 1998 Human Rights Act.

The Government and HS2 Ltd know full well that property blight is a known phenomena, caused
by the physical & amenity impacts of a project; the uncertainty of the final outcome; and the fear
of an uncompensated loss. An effective solution must address all 3 causes - but the proposed EHS
scheme does not.

Blight is also a health risk as, quite clearly, it can cause and exacerbates stress, worry and upset
for individuals and communities. Financially, the size of loss in people’s largest asset - their home -
is huge. The CBRE report produced for HS2 Ltd suggests that HS2 blight is causing a significant
loss in property values within 1km of the line. In particular, that study also clearly reports that:

"Our research also showed that prices and activity were negatively affected at tunnel portals – that
is where the train would emerge from a tunnel."

It is our understanding from available published material that the Phase 2 Heathrow Spur would
have tunnel portals in the vicinity of Hillingdon, and we would reasonably expect that property
blight may be severe in this vicinity before any Statutory Blight arrangements begin in late 2016.

So what is needed instead of the proposed EHS is a more comprehensive and fairer scheme that
fully protects property owners from bearing any loss in the value of their property.

It is time for the Government to modernise compensation arrangements. A better solution would
be to replacereplacereplacereplace thethethethe currentcurrentcurrentcurrent proposalsproposalsproposalsproposals withwithwithwith aaaa market-basedmarket-basedmarket-basedmarket-based PropertyPropertyPropertyProperty BondBondBondBond schemeschemeschemescheme which
can help reduce the blight itself. This is the approach endorsed by the professionals such as the
Council of Mortgage Lenders, the British Bankers Association and the National Association of Estate
Agents. It was also acknowledged by a Government report after HS1 as coming closer than any
other to dealing with the problem of blight.

IfIfIfIf thethethethe GovernmentGovernmentGovernmentGovernment cancancancan’’’’tttt affordaffordaffordafford fairfairfairfair compensation,compensation,compensation,compensation, thenthenthenthen itititit cancancancan’’’’tttt affordaffordaffordafford HS2.HS2.HS2.HS2.



QQQQuestionuestionuestionuestion 2:2:2:2:

DoDoDoDo youyouyouyou agreeagreeagreeagree orororor disagreedisagreedisagreedisagree withwithwithwith thethethethe proposedproposedproposedproposed criteriacriteriacriteriacriteria underpinningunderpinningunderpinningunderpinning thethethethe EEEExceptionalxceptionalxceptionalxceptional
HardshipHardshipHardshipHardship SchemeSchemeSchemeScheme forforforfor PhasePhasePhasePhase TwoTwoTwoTwo???? WhatWhatWhatWhat areareareare youryouryouryour reasons?reasons?reasons?reasons?
(Please specify any alternative principles you would propose, including specific criteria for
determining qualification for the scheme)

WeWeWeWe Disagree.Disagree.Disagree.Disagree. We believe the criteria proposed is too restrictive - and deliberately so, meaning
that only a few would qualify and keep HS2 costs down. It also appears highly subjective & open
to interpretation with any limits of discretion unclear - leaving it open to bias, favouritism, or
corruption and is therefore inappropriate. The criteria are also unreasonable in the circumstances
of blight and timescales; they do not meet the declared aim of the EHS which should be to protect
the interests of property owners losing value in their property. In particular:

1. Property type:
It is unfair to exclude rented property (especially if a sole property) and 2nd homes.

2. Location:
This criteria appears to confine the EHS to only the physical impacts of HS2 and so excludes many
other properties losing significant value slightly further away or above tunnels. It therefore ignores
the real impact of blight that goes much wider and affects properties above tunnels. In fact it is
very wrong to exclude cases over bored tunnels given the aim of the EHS. Overall we believe that
location criteria could be retained but given far less relevance than the real and measurable impact
of the blight which could occur near the line, near tunnel portals, above tunnels or far from the
line.

3. Blight:
This should be the primary criterion. However, setting a potential 15% loss for property owners is
far too high. For many homeowners, the criterion of excluding anyone rejecting an offer within
15% of a property’s asking price is punitive, and in West London this could be as much as a
£60,000 loss or more.

Under the current proposal, it is possible for an offer to be made on a blighted property at 15%
lower than its pre-HS2 real value and the property owner would not be eligible for the EHS scheme
if he rejected that offer on financial grounds. This is perverse and unfair. Such an 'exceptional
hardship' criterion could more likely cause exceptional hardship in some cases.

We believe that a much lower figure is appropriate and fair - such as 5% within the un-blighted
property asking price.

4. No prior knowledge of HS2:
This criterion is more than likely impossible to measure now and should be removed. Not only that,
it works against the property market by depressing prices as any new buyer knows they cannot
qualify under the EHS if they needed to, and so will insist on buying at a discounted price. This is
therefore likely to exacerbate blight, not work to solve it.

5. Hardship:
We believe it is particularly inappropriate to use personal circumstances as a criterion, are this is
unrelated to the degree of blight suffered. It also appears to be highly subjective and therefore
open to abuse, bias, and corruption. (It is known that over 60% of Phase 1 EHS applications failed
the test of proving a ‘pressing need to sell’ and causing ‘exceptional hardship’ - but it it is not
known what the details were of the successful applicants.)



We believe that this criterion should be removed or strongly amended as it is unfair and not
related to blight.

We strongly believe that eligibility for compensation should depend primarily on proving loss in
market value because of HS2, and any other criteria should only be used in support, not as a
determining factor. We support the ‘polluter pays’ principle and if HS2 causes a loss in property
values - as it clearly has according to the CBRE report - then the HS2 project must pay for it, not
the private individual.

IfIfIfIf thethethethe GovernmentGovernmentGovernmentGovernment cancancancan’’’’tttt affordaffordaffordafford fairfairfairfair compensation,compensation,compensation,compensation, thenthenthenthen itititit cancancancan’’’’tttt affordaffordaffordafford HS2.HS2.HS2.HS2.

QuestionQuestionQuestionQuestion 3:3:3:3:

DoDoDoDo youyouyouyou agreeagreeagreeagree orororor disagreedisagreedisagreedisagree withwithwithwith thethethethe proposedproposedproposedproposed processprocessprocessprocess forforforfor operatingoperatingoperatingoperating thethethethe EHSEHSEHSEHS forforforfor
PhasePhasePhasePhase 2?2?2?2? WhatWhatWhatWhat areareareare youryouryouryour reasons?reasons?reasons?reasons?
(Please specify any alternative arrangements which you would suggest.)

WeWeWeWe ddddisagree.isagree.isagree.isagree. We strongly believe that an independent appeal stage must apply. The experience
of Phase 1 is clear and sufficient evidence of this need, with 27% re-applications and up to 5
attempts before success.

Under the current arrangements, with a Department for Transport nominee taking the decision, it
is unconvincing that there is any fairness - it suggests the Government has absolute discretion.
Given that keeping HS2 scheme costs down is a high priority, this, we believe, is likely to produce
more unfair decisions.

We also want more transparency in decisions - both successful and unsuccessful. Strong evidence
from Phase 1 EHS applications also supports recommendations for the following improvements:

(1) applicants must personally have access to all the data used on which any decision is based
(2) publication of all data on EHS cases should also be made possible, to dispel the scepticism
about unfair decisions and avoid potential claims of bias, favouritism, or corruption.
(3) personal representation should be allowed for re-applications.

Other:Other:Other:Other:

Finally it is worth repeating that the EHS is a poor scheme in comparison to a Property Bond
scheme. This would offer a better solution to the blight problem; provide market confidence;
reduce blight; and potentially reduce opposition to the HS2 project. It was endorsed by property
professionals in the 2011 HS2 consultation and is being actively promoted by MPs and others
bodies.

YoursYoursYoursYours sincerely,sincerely,sincerely,sincerely,

KeriKeriKeriKeri BrennanBrennanBrennanBrennan &&&& LottieLottieLottieLottie JonesJonesJonesJones
TheTheTheThe ‘‘‘‘HillingdonHillingdonHillingdonHillingdon AgainstAgainstAgainstAgainst HS2HS2HS2HS2’’’’ andandandand ‘‘‘‘RuislipRuislipRuislipRuislip AgainstAgainstAgainstAgainst HS2HS2HS2HS2’’’’ Groups.Groups.Groups.Groups.
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